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Analysis of broken rotor bars  
in large induction motors

A new technique to detect broken rotor bars, in large squirrel-
cage induction motors is presented. In order to avoid problems 
in industrial applications, the electromagnetic behavior of 
induction machines with rotor faults was examined, by using a 
mathematical model. Simulation results are presented from the 
model implemented in the Simulink-Matlab. Experimental re-
sults are presented in order to validate the proposed method.
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1  Introduction

The study on induction motor behavior has 

become fundamental in order to avoid produc-

tion losses, in industrial applications. Three-

phase squirrel-cage induction motors are widely 

used in industrial plants. Nowadays, it is very 

important to know the operational conditions 

of an induction motor in real time, to reduce 

still, unexpected failures, downtime and opera-

tional costs.

During the operation of an induction motor, 

many types of faults can be avoided, involving 

electrical and mechanical faults. A rotor failure 

is related to 10% of total faults in an induction 

machine (THOMSON; FENGER, 2001). A ro-

tor failure doesn’t cause immediate problems, 

however this kind of fault can produce serious 

secondary effects, like mechanical vibrations, 

temperature rise, or damage to the stator core 

and windings, in a relatively short period (PEN-

MAN; STAVROU, 1996).

A rotor cage fault can be detected before its 

installation (DOBRODEYEV et al., 2000), how-

ever, in industrial applications, it is very impor-

tant to detect incipient faults, aiming to avoid se-

vere operational conditions. During the last years, 

many researchers have demonstrated interest in 

developing techniques to identify bar failure in 

an induction motor. In the early 1970s, a general-

ized rotating field theory was used to show that 

asymmetries appear in the stator and rotor, when 

a fault occurs.

The rotating-field theory to describe a ro-

tor fault based in a mesh model was used (WIL-

LIAMSON; SMITH, 1982). That work assumes 

that the rotor bars are insulated from rotor iron. It 

is shown later (WALLISER; LANDY, 1992) that, 

inter bar currents reduce the magnitude of any ad-

ditional stator current sidebands, caused by a bro-

ken rotor bar, making difficult its detection.

In Siyambalapitiya, McLaren and Acarnley 

(1987), a rotor cage monitoring system, using 

direct temperature measurement, is applied to 

identify a rotor fault in a large induction motor. 

However, it is necessary to use a large number of 

measuring points, otherwise, the measured signals 

could suggest, for example, an overload.

In Cho, Lang and Umans (1992), a variety 

of sensors is used to detect broken rotor bars. The 

sensors measure stator voltage, stator current, 

stator excitation frequency, and rotor speed. The 

rotor resistance is estimated and compared to its 

nominal value to detect broken rotor bars.

Another works showed later that it was pos-

sible to detect the existence of broken bars, by ex-

amining the stator current spectrum (KLIMAN 

et al., 1988). Those works (WILLIAMSON; 

SMITH, 1982; KLIMAN et al., 1988; THOM-

SON, 1992; BELLINI et al., 2002; THOMSON; 

FENGER, 2003) still showed that a broken bar 

results in current components being induced in the 

stator winding at frequencies given by:

fsb = f1(1±2s)Hz
(1)

Where:

fsb = frequencies of sidebands due to broken ro-

tor bars, Hz;

f1 = supply frequency, Hz;

s = per unit slip of the induction motor.

In Thomson (1992), it’s shown the influ-

ence of mechanical loads and rotor design on 

the diagnosis of broken rotor bars, using current 

spectrum. A mathematical model of the induc-

tion machine was made (TOLIYAT; LIPO, 1995; 

LUO et al., 1995; FISER; FERKOLJ, 1996; MA-

NOLAS; TEGOPOULOS; PAPADOPOULOS, 

1996) to study the motor behavior with rotor 

faults. In Fiser and Ferkolj (1998), the finite ele-
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ment method is used in research of the magnetic 

field of induction motor with rotor cage asym-

metry due to a broken rotor bar.

In Milimonfare and collaborators (1999), 

a new approach was proposed to detect broken 

rotor bars. The motor is disconnected from the 

supply, and the induced voltage in the stator, 

due only to the rotor flux is utilized to detect 

the fault. Recently, in Benbouzid and Kliman 

(2003), Henao, Demian and Capolino (2003) 

and Demian and collaborators (2004), some 

techniques have been presented for the detec-

tion of broken bars and bearing deterioration in 

induction motors, like current spectrum, stator 

current and power spectra, high resolution spec-

tral analysis, wavelet analysis, Park’s Vector Ap-

proach and Adaptive Statistical Time-Frequency 

Method.

The aim of this paper is to present a new tech-

nique to detect broken bars in large induction mo-

tors. As shown by Figure 1, the method is based 

on monitoring the magnetic flux density near the 

rotor bars that usually are slightly extended out-

side the rotor core in those machines.

The leakage flux created by the rotor currents 

is measured by a Hall effect sensor, installed near 

the rotor bars. The sensor will be able to detect a 

single broken bar, by observation of the resulting 

magnetic flux variation, caused by the failure. It 

is possible to detect one broken bar, before occur-

ring other faults.

2  Mathematical modeling of 
the proposed method

This paper suggests a method to detect a bro-

ken bar in a squirrel-cage rotor, which consists in 

evaluation of the resulting magnetic flux density, 

in a Hall effect sensor, as shown in Figure 2.

In this case, each bar contributes in a re-

sulting magnetic flux density, by its leakage flux. 

When a fault occurs, like a broken bar, the flux 

density pattern changes and it can be detected, 

by monitoring the resulting flux variation in the 

sensor.

As shown in Figure 3, the Biot Savart’s law 

was used to identify the magnetic field intensity, 

produced by each bar.

The Biot Savart’s law can be written as fol-

lows:

Stator core Winding extension

Rotor core

Hall sensor
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Figure 1: Rotor bar extended 
outside the rotor core

Source: The author.
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Figure 2: A squirrel-cage rotor with eight bars

Source: The author.
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h =  i
4π

 dl · r

|r |3 (2)

Equation 2 allows giving the magnetic field 

intensity in point P, by current flowing in the con-

ductor. In this paper, the conductor is a rotor bar. 

The magnetic flux density can be obtained using 

(3), as follows:

B = m0H
(3)

Replacing (2) in (3),

B = 
dl = + ∞

∫
dl = - ∞

 
m0i
4π

 

(4)

The vector r can be written as,

r = l2 + d2

(5)

The angle between r and dl vectors can be 

calculated by equation 6, as follows:

senθ = sen(π - θ) = 
d

l2 + d2
(6)

Replacing (6) in (4),

B = 
m0i
4π

 
+ ∞

∫
- ∞

 d · dl
(l2 + d2)

3
2

 
(7)

Solving (7) for B, in a linear conductor,

B = 
m0i
2πd (8)

The resulting magnetic flux density can be 

obtained by applying (8) for each bar, that is, in 

each period of time, the magnetic flux density can 

be calculated using i and r, for the respective bar. 

For this paper, it is assumed that d = dn. Through-

out the calculus, the distance between each bar 

and the sensor is obtained using (9), as follows:

dn = K2 + L2

(9)

Where:

K = {R·sin[βn + (n - 1) λ]}
(10)

L = {g + R[1 - cos(βn + (n-1) λ)]} 
(11)

dn =distance between nth bar and sensor;

R = rotor radius;

g = minimum distance between sensor and a 

bar center;

n = number of rotor bars;

βn = angle between nth bar and sensor axis;

λ = angle between two adjacent bars.

P

dH

d

r

π - θ

θ

i

dl

l

Figure 3: Biot Savart’s law applied in a conductor

Source: The author.
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The resulting magnetic flux density in the 

sensor is obtained for each bar, using (12), as fol-

lows:

B = 
m0

2π
 

n

s
1

 ( in

dn

) cosαn
(12)

Where:

in = electric current flowing in the nth bar;

cosαn = angle used to calculate the contribution 

in the sensor for each bar.

The electric current flowing in each bar was 

calculated using (13), as follows:

in = Im · sin[(ωs - ωr) · t - (n - 1) λ] · p
(13)

Where:

t = time;

Im = maximum current;

ωs = synchronous angular speed;

ωr = rotor angular speed.

3  Simulation results

In this paper the mathematical model based 

in (9), (12) and (13) was implemented in the Simu-

link-Matlab tool. The model was simulated for 

both healthy and faulted rotors. For simulation 

purposes the parameters were used as shown in 

the Table 1, from a hypothetical induction motor. 

In Figure 4, it is possible to observe the resulting 

magnetic field density on a Hall effect sensor, 

obtained for a healthy motor, without broken 

rotor bars. In Figure 5 it’s shown a simulation 

with two broken rotor bars. During the simula-

tion, a resulting magnetic field density variation 

has been noticed, mainly when the broken bars 

were near the sensor. In Figure 6 it is possible 

to observe the failure in more detail. For a fault 

simulation, the broken bar current is set to zero 

in the Matlab model.

Table 1: Parameters used in the simulation

Parameter Value

Rotor diameter 0.4 m

Rotor bars 80

Number of poles 4

Distance between sensor and point A (g) 0.012 m

Rotor bar current (RMS) 400 A

Supply frequency 60 Hz

Slip 2%

Source: The author.
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Figure 4: Resulting magnetic field 
density for a healthy motor

Source: The author.
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Figure 5: Resulting magnetic field 
density for a faulted rotor
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The Figure 7 shows a comparison between 

three situations: one, two, three and four broken 

rotor bars. In this case, it was noticed that when 

the number of broken bars increases, there is a lar-

ger variation in the resulting magnetic field densi-

ty in the sensor.

Using a Butterworth low pass filter on the 

slip frequency during the simulation, it was pos-

sible to observe that the resulting magnetic field 

density varies on the slip frequency when a fault 

occurs, as shown in Figure 8.

The Figure 8 shows a simulation involving 

one (t = 5 s) and two (t = 10s) broken bars, how-

ever, the resulting magnetic flux density was fil-

tered on the slip frequency (s = 2%). According 

the results, a filter can be used to help on the fault 

detection.

A spectral analysis of the magnetic flux den-

sity (B), proves that the signs varies on the slip fre-

quency (s = 2%), when a fault occurs, as shown 

by Figure 9. In that case, it was made a simula-

tion with 10 broken bars, due to its magnitude. It 

is important to explain that the spectral analysis 

was used just to show that the fault varies on the 

slip frequency, but the proposed method is based 

on the observation of the valley caused by broken 

bars, when they are near from Hall effect sensor. 

The width and depth of the valley indicate the 

fault gravity.

Broken bars near from sensor
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Figure 6: Resulting magnetic field density for 
a faulted rotor (two broken bars) in details
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4  Experimental results

In order to validate the mathematical mod-

el, experimental tests were made. The Figure 10 

shows the installation of the Hall effect sensor be-

tween two stator coils. Its rotor is composed by 

58 bars. The resulting magnetic flux density has 

been measured by a digital oscilloscope connected 

to the Hall effect sensor. Experimental tests have 

been made in induction motor with two bars dis-

connected from its end ring.

It is possible to observe the initial experimen-

tal results obtained for a faulted rotor with two 

broken bars. In this case, it was noticed that the 

resulting magnetic field density in the sensor has 

the similar behavior with the simulation results.

The Figure 11 shows a good approach be-

tween simulation and experimental results. In 

this case, it was considered the stator contribu-

tion, applying Biot Savart Law for each stator 

slot current.

In Figure 12 it is possible to observe the mag-

netic flux density variation in the Hall effect sen-

sor in more details, in the negative cycle.

5  Final considerations

Biot Savart’s law was used in this work, in 

order to identify a broken rotor bar, in large squir-

rel-cage induction motors during its operation. In 

an industrial environment, for instance, it is pos-

sible to monitor the rotor’s conditions efficiently.

By observing the resulting magnetic flux den-

sity variation in the Hall effect sensor, it is pos-
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Figure 9: Spectral analysis of the 
resulting magnetic flux density for a 
faulted rotor (ten broken bars)

Source: The author.

Hall Sensor

Figure 10: The Hall effect sensor: The Hall effect sensor 
installed between two stator coils

Source: The author.
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sible to detect one broken bar before other broken 

bars. Experimental results still showed that it was 

possible to detect two broken bars in a rotor hav-

ing 58 bars. On the other hand, a method based 

on stator current spectral analysis will be more 

difficult to detect broken bars in that case, due to 

its lower sensitivity.

Extension of this work will be performed in-

volving artificial intelligence techniques and more 

experimental tests.
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Figure 12: Magnetic flux density variation 
(valley) on the Hall effect sensor in more details

Source: The author.r.
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